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Versatile Experimental Autonomy Research Aircraft Technology (VEARAT)
PI: S. Joshi, NextGen Aeronautics
Co-Investigators: R. Kapania, Virginia Tech;
G. Chowdhary, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
ABSTRACT
The Versatile Experimental Autonomy Research Aircraft Technology (VEARAT) program is
envisioned to develop system architectures and technologies that would enable VEARAT UAV
to easily integrate, verify, and validate rapidly evolving hardware and software subsystems for
autonomous flight. Our approach to materialize program goals is to initiate development based
on an existing technology demonstrator to reduce cost of development and prototype
construction. It is a UAV designed, fabricated and tested by NextGen Aeronautics. The
VEARAT UAV will allow nontraditional technologies such as open-source software and
consumer electronics products from autonomy experimentalists to be tested with minimum risk
by the switchable robust base system taking over control from nontraditional technologies being
tested when it demonstrates spurious behavior. The VEARAT program focused on several
design improvements that have potential to transform the existing flight tested UAV into a
complete system for autonomy research. Design improvements are made to increase endurance
to more than six hours to provide experimental autonomy research utility at reasonable cost.
Subsystems include BLOS communication, detect and avoid sensor systems and hazardous
weather avoidance. The autopilot is capable of autonomous takeoff, flight, and landing.
The VEARAT UAV design includes efficient engine, increased propeller diameter and structural
weight optimization. Autopilot with modularized subsystems with “Plug-and-Play” logic for
switching subsystems with units supplied by experimenter, and multiple communication
channels. GNC software is multi-threaded and includes deterministic and non-deterministic
hierarchical and adaptive baseline algorithms. Software by experimenter can be uploaded and
modified in real-time during HIL ground and flight testing while aircraft is autonomously flown
by baseline autopilot. The proposed autopilot system also allows SIL inflight forward
predictions.
NextGen Aeronautics, working cooperatively with NASA, can provide versatile experimental
autonomy research UAV(s) available to the research community at a fraction of the cost needed
for autonomy hardware/software verification and validation.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Research Council’s report [1] described the contributions that advances in
autonomy could make towards civil aviation, identified key barriers to implementation, and
provided a national research agenda for enabling the introduction of autonomy into civil aviation.
This report identified the following substantial barriers to the increased use of autonomy in civil
aviation systems and aircraft:
• Technology Barriers
− Communications and data acquisition
− Cyberphysical security
− Decision making by adaptive/nondeterministic systems
− Diversity of aircraft
− Human–machine integration
− Sensing, perception, and cognition
− System complexity and resilience
− Verification and validation
• Regulation and Certification Barriers
− Airspace access for unmanned aircraft
− Certification process
− Equivalent level of safety
− Trust in adaptive/nondeterministic IA systems
• Additional Barriers
− Legal issues
− Social issues
The Versatile Experimental Autonomy Research Aircraft Technology (VEARAT) program was
envisioned under the NASA LEARN2 project for developing system architectures and
technologies that would enable experimental autonomous unmanned aircraft to easily integrate,
verify and validate rapidly evolving hardware and software subsystems. Our approach to
materialize NASA LEARN2 goals is to initiate development based on an appropriate technology
demonstrator. An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) designed, fabricated and tested by NextGen
named BASSET (Big Antenna Small Structure Enhanced Tactical) UAV was developed under
an Air Force program (Contract No. FA8650-08-C-3845). NextGen’s intent is to allow
nontraditional technologies such as open-source software and consumer electronics products
from an autonomy experimentalist to be tested with minimum risk by the robust base system
taking over control from adaptive non-deterministic third party systems when needed.
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The goall of the VEA
ARAT progrram is to dessign a versattile autonom
my research aaircraft. NexxtGen
proposed
d to increasse autonom
mous operatiions time oof BASSET
T without rreal-time huuman
cognizan
nce and conttrol to allow
w long duratiion autonom
my experimennts. The tecchnical objecctives
to attain this
t goal aree:
•

Design
D
enhaancement of
o BASSET
T UAV too allow innterchangeabble sensors and
co
ommunicatio
on hardwaree

•

In
ntroduce caapability to vary aircraft perform
mance and controllabiliity for diffferent
ex
xperiments

•

Plug-and-play
y payloads capability
c

•

Easy
E
softwaree uploading and hardwarre-in-loop (H
HIL) groundd testing

•

Deterministic
D
c and non-deeterministic hierarchicall and adaptivve guidancee, navigationn, and
co
ontrol (GNC
C) baseline hardware
h
and
d algorithms

•

Flight terminaation system
m (FTS)

•

Seamless auto
onomous/hu
uman controll handover

•

Design
D
a resillient system that is capab
ble of adaptiing to platfoorm and misssion changess.

Figure 1 shows thee BASSET UAV deveeloped for communicaation subsysstems testinng by
NextGen
n under Air Force
F
fundin
ng during 200
08-2013.

Figure 1: Poin
nt of Departure NextGen deesigned BASS
SET UAV

The desig
gned and fab
bricated BA
ASSET UAV
V has availabble space forr replaceablee subsystem
ms and
it was deesigned with
h modular major structurral parts thatt are stored iin a standardd C-130 pallet. It
can be assembled
a
frrom the box
x to airborn
ne in 30 minnutes. It haas an integraated FTS annd an
autonomous/human switchable GNC systeem. The NeextGen team
m proposed to optimizee the
BASSET
T UAV desig
gn to maxim
mize autonom
my researchh versatility and introduuce plug-andd-play
simplicity
y for users.. The key accomplishm
a
ments of BA
ASSET UAV
V developm
ment included the
following
g:
•

Within
W
$3.8 M,
M the team developed the
t BASSET
T concept, coompleted deesign, fabricaation,
an
nd testing of
o the BASS
SET aircraftt, flight testted the NGC
C ISR/SIGIN
NT payloadd, and
developed (in
n-house) and
d flight tested
d a directionn finding dem
monstration ppayload.

•

The
T flight testing establiished basic flight charaacteristics, pperformance,, and operattions,
demonstrated
d antenna perrformance an
nd validatedd direction fiinding /geoloocation and other
RF
R capabilitiees.
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The BASSET aircraft stands as a capable, portable, platform with significant payload
carrying capability.

The VEARAT program focused on several design improvements that have potential to transform
the BASSET UAV into a complete system for autonomy research:
1. INCREASED ENDURANCE: An endurance of 6+ hrs with a payload capacity of
between 50 to 100 lbs has been achieved to provide experimental autonomy research
utility at reasonable cost.
2. BEYOND LINE OF SIGHT (BLOS) COMMUNICATIONS: This can be accomplished
with the proposed GNC system, leveraging cellular networks or radios in the VHF band
(300 Mhz)
3. FULLY AUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS: The current system is capable of way-point
navigation but requires an operator for takeoffs and landings; these can be automated,
completely removing the pilot from the loop.
4. COOPERATIVE AND NONCOOPERATIVE VEHICLE AVOIDANCE: This will
require additional subsystems to be integrated in the UAV. More specifically, we will
integrate an ADS-B transceiver and K-band radar.
Section 2 describes methods and procedures used to produce a preliminary design of VEARAT
vehicle. Results are discussed in Section 3, as well as flight simulations and surrogate vehicle
flight testing of the autopilot. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 4.

2

DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

Our technical approach to complete the design of the VEARAT UAV is to start with the
BASSET UAV that has been flight tested. We will improve the design for versatility and
performance using multidisciplinary optimization as well as include an autopilot with capability
to take inputs from user specified sensors.
2.1 Propulsion System Improvements
The propulsion system of BASSET was identified for modification to increase endurance of the
VEARAT aircraft. As with many aircraft programs, the BASSET development program was
subjected to feature creep and the result was a suboptimal propulsion system. While take-off and
climb performance was adequate, fuel consumption of the baseline engine exceeded
manufacturer’s specifications by a factor of two. Furthermore, test stand versus installed thrust
testing indicated that prop efficiency suffered because of being occluded by the fuselage. Both of
these performance deficiencies have been addressed under the LEARN2 program.
The baseline BASSET engine was a high-end large scale RC hobbyist engine. As such, it lacked
quality control and end user support that would be typical of any engine used by manned aircraft.
Power requirements (60 Hp) and weight constraints (200 lbs including 6 hours of fuel) for
VEARAT are well aligned with ultralight aircraft engines, accordingly the surveyed trade space
was a range of ultralight aircraft engines. Many of these engines had long records of performance
and maintenance data, and active user communities supporting their continued use. Table 1
details the range of engines researched, with the BASSET baseline appearing at the top, and the
final selection of the HKS 700E at the bottom.
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Table 1: Evalluated Enginee Options

1

Radiator not included in weight num
mbers; 2 Liqu
uid coolant nott included in weight; 3 No fuel type proovided,
assumption
n based on sim
milar engine in manufacturers
m
lineup; 4 Liquiid cooling optiion available; 22.5 lb + coolannt

The HKS
S 700E engiine was seleected for its reliability
and efficcient 4-stroke operation. Its selection allowed
for the use
u of a mucch larger diaameter prop
peller (64"
vs. 36"), offering a 275% increasse in prop diisc area. A
number of propellerr manufactu
urers produce suitable
ble blade piitch in this diameter
props with adjustab
range. This will allo
ow the prop
p configurattion to be
tailored to
t the missio
on requiremeents of any flight
fl
plan.
Specific fuel consum
mption was improved by
y a factor
of three,, and the in
ntegral elecctronic auto--start will
ensure safer
s
operaations. The standard alternator
outputs 210
2 watts, which
w
will be adequate fo
or onboard
systems with ample battery back
k up. The HKS
H
700E
i Figure 2, while the propeller
engine iss pictured in
selection
n and changee in prop disk area is highlighted
in Figuree 3.
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Figure 3: 64" 3 Bladed Pitch
P
Adjustab
ble Prop – Com
mparison of D
Disc Area to B
Baseline

Integratio
on of the HK
KS 700 engin
ne and largee diameter prrop requiredd an adjustmeent of the veehicle
planform
m. The baseliine tail boom
m spacing of 37" was inncreased to 65" to accom
mmodate the 64"
diameter prop. To miinimize the impact
i
on aiircraft perforrmance and utilize existting tooling tto the
maximum
m extent possible, thee overall wing
w
and taail span waas increasedd proportionnally.
Modulariity of the prrimary wing
g panel was retained, as the interfacce was shifteed outboardd with
the baselline wing panel.
p
Figure 4 shows the differennce in wingg span and tail boom w
width
between the BASSE
ET and VE
EARAT con
nfigurations,, and Tablee 2 providees a quantittative
mon aircraft parameters.
p
comparisson of comm

Figurre 4: Compariison of VEAR
RAT vs. BASSE
ET Configuraations – Wing Span and Taiil Boom Width
h
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Table
T
2: BASS
SET vs. VEAR
RAT - Aircraft
ft Reference P
Parameters

Param
meter

BASS
SET

V
VEARAT

VEARAT / BASSET

Wing planform
m area [ft2]

50.5
5

58.8

16
6%

Wing span [ft]]

22.7
7

25

10
0%

Wing MAC [ft]]

2.68
8

2.82

5%
%

Wing AR

10.2
2

10.6

4%
%

H-ttail planform
m area [ft2]

12.8
8

16.8

31%

H-ttail Xac [ft]

15.7
7

16.1

%
3%

H-ttail volume coefficient

0.74
4

0.84

14
4%

2.2 Airrframe Optimization
First, thee original BASSET
B
veehicle wing is optimizeed to realizze weight saving. Strucctural
optimizattion of the wing-box
w
waas performed
d using MSC
C NASTRAN
N’s design ooptimizationn tool.
Then, thee wing-box of the modiffied version of BASSET
T, VEARAT
T, is also opttimized usinng the
MSC NA
ASTRAN design optimizzation tool.
2.2.1 Optimizatio
O
on of BASSE
ET Wing
The BAS
SSET wing geometry is defined by
y an Epplerr 396 airfoil section, w
which is a hhighly
cambered
d airfoil of modest
m
thick
kness design
ned for highh lift applicaations. The rroot chord is just
over 3.5’’ and the ang
gle of incidence at this lo
ocation is a positive 3°. The wing has a leading edge
taper witth a total taper ratio of 0..42, and therrefore the tipp chord is abbout 1.5’. Allong the lenggth of
the span, the inboard
d incidence of
o positive 3°° washes outt to a value oof 0° at the ttip. The winng has
a planforrm area of 45.74
4
ft2 and
d a span of 18’, which amounts to an aspect raatio of 7.08. The
mean aerrodynamic chord
c
is 2.68’, with thee wing aeroddynamic cennter Xac = 94.31" aft oof the
nose. Fig
gure 5 summ
marizes the wing geom
metry parameeters and shhows the refference geom
metry
used to obtain
o
these values.
v

Fig
gure 5: BASSE
ET UAV Win
ng Geometry
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Load cases for sizing the aircraft were obtained using ANSYS CFX fluid simulations of the
BASSET configuration at a design point of 55 knots and 2000 ft. mean sea level (~1000 ft.
above ground level at McMillan Field). For this design point, an earlier version of the BASSET
was capable of generating 435 lbs. of lift at an angle of attack (AOA) of 2.9°. Of the 435 lbs.,
86% the wing weight or 375 lbs. is the contribution from the wing and winglets. For one wing
and winglet pair, this equates to 187.8 lbs. of lift and a root bending moment of 12,094 in-lbs. (at
vehicle centerline). At 5g limit load, these figures increase to 939 lbs. of lift and 60,471 in-lbs. of
moment. These loads were supplemented with a safety factor of 1.25. The structure was then
sized using 3D finite element analysis (FEA) in ANSYS.
As the vehicle weight increased from 440 lbs. to 650 lbs., a new computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation was performed to obtain the trim loads. The new loads now set a limit load of
3.35g to match the overall lift from the previous load case so that the wing can sustain the
aerodynamics loads. The optimization study will be performed for the updated vehicle weight
and aerodynamics loads.
2.2.2 Development of NASTRAN Finite Element Model
A finite element model (FEM) was developed in NASTRAN based on the CAD model of the
wing as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: CAD Model of BASSET Wing-box

Certain assumptions were used to develop the FEM. First, only that section of the rib was
modeled which lied within the wing-box. Secondly, the whole wing-box was modeled using twodimensional plate elements (PSHELL) in NASTRAN. Thus, the three-dimensional features of
the root spar (as shown in Figure 6) could not be captured. Also, the wing was modeled using a
combination of 4-noded quadrilateral (CQUAD4) and 3-noded (CTRIA3) triangular elements.
As such, the exact curvilinear shape of the ribs and the holes could not be captured. The skin was
added to the structure model unlike the CAD model. Also the same Al 7075-T6 as used for the
rest of the vehicle was used for the skin instead of composites. The wing outer mold line (OML),
twist and dihedral were captured accurately. The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 7. From

8
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Figure 7(a), one can see that polygonal holes with equal area to that of the circular holes were
used in the FEM.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: BASSET Finite Element Mesh (a) Without Skin, (b) With Skin

The skin thickness distribution, the spar cap, and spar web thickness distributions, were
considered as the design variables in the optimization study. The skin stiffeners, ribs and rib
stiffeners were modeled using the baseline thickness. The limitation of a minimum thickness of
0.04" for the spar caps and 0.03" for other members were maintained. The von Mises stresses on
the upper and lower surface of each element were considered as the design constraints.
2.2.3 Optimization of VEARAT
The VEARAT is a modified version of the BASSET configuration with the tail booms shifted
14" outboard on each side, the overall wing span increased from 22.7’ to 25’ and the center-body
extended outboard of the tail booms. While there is no baseline sizing of the VEARAT available,
the weight reduction of the BASSET structural optimization study motivated an analogous
design optimization study of the VEARAT configuration.
2.2.4 Development of NASTRAN Finite Element Model
The VEARAT NASTRAN FEM was developed in an analogous way to the BASSET. The CAD
model of the half-span VEARAT is shown in Figure 8. It shows that the spars in the VEARAT
do not end in a plug receptacle in the fuselage but is instead carried through. Thus, the wing is a
continuous member through the fuselage. The present study will focus on the structural aspects
of the half-span only since we are looking at symmetric load cases.

Figure 8: CAD Model of VEARAT
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All the wing-box members were modeled using CQAUD4 or CTRIA3 PSHELLs available in
NASTRAN. Thus, curvilinear nature of the ribs and the holes could only be approximated as
rectangular sections. The finite element mesh of VEARAT configurations with and without the
skins is shown in Figure 9. Fixed boundary condition was applied to all the nodes which lied
inside the fuselage and was connected to the bulkhead. The boundary conditions are shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 9: FEM of VEARAT

Figure 10: Boundary Conditions of VEARAT

2.3 Manufacturing of VEARAT
Because the BASSET flight vehicle has already been manufactured and flight-tested the tooling
and molds for the aircraft currently exist. Special care was taken during the development of the
VEARAT design to ensure that minimal impact is made to preexisting tooling to minimize nonrecurrent manufacturing costs. The main areas of change with regard to aircraft OML are the
wing and horizontal tail areas. The extensions to both of these areas were done to accommodate
the larger propeller chosen for VEARAT. The major impact to manufacturing these areas is in
the molds for the carbon fiber skins. Specifically the molds will not have to be completely
remanufactured, but instead the design allows for additions to the molds to build up the longer
wing and horizontal tail sections. This will dramatically reduce the cost associated with retooling
by not creating all new molds. The molds can be seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Original BASSET Molds

2.4 GNC Approach
2.4.1 Hardware Design
The design and development of the autopilot uses a new approach by modularizing the
subsystems in the autopilot. Using the process, the system can be prevented by becoming
obsolete with the advancements in technology. Being modular helps in the development of the
autopilot to be mission specific as well. Furthermore, any faulty subsystems can be easily
replaced individually without affecting the whole system.
The components that were chosen to feature modularity are:
•

Flight Control Computer

•

Inertial Navigation System (INS)

•

Wireless Ground Control Communications

When selecting the components for aerospace design, the form factor, the weight and the power
consumption of all the components play a major role. Figure 12 shows the various components
and their communication protocols.
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Figure 12: Block Diagram showing Modules of the Autopilot

Modular Components
Flight Control Computer: The flight control computer handles all the operations such as
interacting with all the components on-board the aircraft, as well as communicating with the
ground control station. Its primary functions include:
•
•
•
•

Analyzing the data received from the onboard
sensors.
Executing the flight controls
Communicating with the Ground Control
Station
Logging flight data for post-flight analysis

Special attention was needed with considering the size,
Figure 13: BeagleBone Black
weight, power consumption and I/O ports
configuration. The suitable choice was the BeagleBone Black, an embedded computer board
(Figure 13).
The BeagleBone Black features:
•

Sitara AM3358 1Ghz ARM \textregistered - A8 32-Bit Processor

•

512 MB DDR3 RAM

•

4GB 8-bit eMMC on-board flash storage

•

2x PRU 32-bit microcontrollers

Usually, the autopilots are designed and developed around the selection of the central computer.
But in our approach to the design of the autopilot, the flight control computer is also modular
12
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since thee selection of
o the subcom
mponents caan be easilyy adapted to fit other sim
milar linux-bbased
embeddeed computerrs by simp
ply modifyin
ng the rout
uting and connections of the Sysstems
Integratio
on Board (SIB). Howev
ver, the makeers of BeaglleBone Blackk have not cchanged the form
factor forr 4 generatio
ons of devellopment. Th
herefore, it iss safe to asssume, BeagleBone Blackk can
be easily
y replaced with an upgraded
u
veersion from
m BeagleBoone in the future withh no
modificaations.
Navigation Sensors:: Navigation
n sensors pro
ovide reliablee measuremeent for the fl
flight status oof the
flying veehicle. Many
y commerciaal navigation sensors arre available on the marrket. All of them
vary in the materiaal, manufactturing techn
nology, meaasuring rangge, size, weeight, estim
mation
algorithm
m, positionall accuracies. Based on th
he working pprinciple, a navigation ssolution fallss into
one of th
hese categories:
•

IN
NS

•

IN
NS/GPS (IN
NS calibrated
d by GPS)

•

GPS-aided
G
AHRS

It is a co
ommon practice to integ
grate the INS
S in the autoopilot to redduce the wirring footprinnt and
maintain the same ov
verall form factor
f
of thee autopilot. W
With
the adv
vancements of Microeelectromechaanical Systtems
(MEMS)), INS are in
ncreasing in precision
p
an
nd accuracy vvery
rapidly. This
T
being chosen
c
as a modular un
nit, the INS was
not integ
grated in the Systems Inttegration Board, as it alllows
the user to
t select onee that match
hes the required form facctor,
the budg
get allowan
nce and caan be easilly swappedd, if
necessary
y. Also, most of the commerciall off the sshelf
(COTS) navigation sensors
s
com
me in rugged
d, self-contaiined
t the user to
t place the unit
packagess which givees freedom to
Figure 14: VectorNav VN-200
where it is inconveniient to place the flight co
ontrol compuuter.
Rugged G
GPS/INS
VectorNaav's VN-200
0 Rugged GPS/INS,
G
sh
hown in Figgure
14, has been
b
selecteed as it is a miniature high
h
perform
mance INS tthat featuress MEMS innertial
sensors, a high-senssitivity GPS
S receiver, advanced K
Kalman filteering algorithms to proovide
e
of position, vellocity and orrientation.
optimal estimates
Wireless Communiccation Deviice: Commu
unication rannge and relliability aree most impoortant
factors whhen the wirelless communnication devvice is
selected. T
The Groundd Control Staation is the relay
for all off the relevannt informatiion on-boardd the
UAV. Sim
milar to the navigation sensors, wirreless
communiccation technnology is addvancing raapidly
and is bbecoming m
much more efficient. This
componennt is placed offboard thhe autopilot, this
way it reeduces the eelectromagnnetic interferrence
caused byy the other systems. T
The jDroness jDRF900 Pluus Long Rannge Telemetrry set (Figurre 15)
proved too facilitate tthe best connnection streength
Fiigure 15: jDro
ones jD RF900
0 Plus
and robustt.
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Systems Integration Board (SIB
B): The main
n purpose off the SIB (Fiigure 16) is tthe integratiion of
the flightt control com
mputer with the other sensors and coomponents oonboard the aircraft. Thee SIB
was desig
gned with th
he form facto
or and robusttness in minnd.

Figure
F
16: Sysstems Integrattion Board

Peripherral Sensors:: There werre two senso
ors that havve been choosen to go oon the SIB.. The
Honeyweell, HSCMR
RRN001PD2
2A3, was ch
hosen for itss superior reesolution, acccuracy and form
factor to provide thee differentiaal pressure reading
r
from
m the Airspeeed sensor. Additionallyy, we
have the Freescale MPL3115A2
M
Absolute Diigital Pressuure Sensor onn the SIB to provide acccurate
pressure [Pascal] /alttitude [meterrs] and temperature [0C].
fe Servo Driiver: The Faail-Safe Servo Driver oor
Fail-Safe
Servo Drriver (Figure 17) in sho
ort, is anoth
her importannt
part of the
t Autopilo
ot Design to
o guarantee the airbornne
safety off the small UAV. It iss mainly ressponsible foor
decoding
g both pilotted and com
mputer gen
nerated servvo
control commands
c
and
a selecting
g desired deecode signalls
to drivee multiple servo actuators. In case
c
of anny
malfuncttion of the any
a compon
nent or acciidents durinng
autonomous flight, with the Seervo Driverr, the humaan
fety.
pilot has a chance to retrieve the UAV to safe

Figu
ure 17: Fail-Saafe Servo Drivver

2.4.2 Software Dessign
door environ
nment poses the challengge of onboarrd computatiion for all coontrol
Operating in the outd
mation algorithms. Cho
oosing an op
perating systeem is one oof the most iimportant asspects
and autom
of the so
oftware deveelopment in the contextt of embeddded developpment. The ooperating syystem
must be light enough
h to devote most of the processor tto core taskss, but minim
mize developpment
time wheen trying to perform baasic tasks. The
T followinng key requiirements droove the choiice of
operating
g system:
•

Tasks
T
must be performed
d in a determ
ministic mannner

•

Operating
O
sysstem must bee able to pro
ovide precisee timing wheen executingg tasks

•

Mitigation
M
off low-level, time-consum
t
ming program
mming

•

Level
L
of deveelopment of the operatin
ng system itself

Multi-Th
hreaded Dessign: The so
oftware systeem for the aautopilot is developed bbased on a m
multithreaded architecturee to ensure integrity and robustnes s of the sysstem. The thhread structuure is
employed
d to executee multiple taasks based on the funcctionality annd hardware components. To
14
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execute the threads, the main() function is initialized with several parameters such as the system
gains, actuator limits and sensor profiles. In a multi-threaded system, the tasks for each thread
must be scheduled such that the control is executed properly, as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Block Diagram of Thread Design

Ground Control Station Software: The Ground Control Station plays the primary role as the
means by which operators plan, execute and monitor UAS missions through a wireless
communication channel. The task of the ground station is to provide a realistic interface for users
to monitor the performance of the UAV during the flight tests. Many ground control software
platforms exist but QGROUNDCONTROL(QGC) is a well-documented, platform independent
and community supported ground station software package. QGC software is compatible with
the major Operating Systems (Windows, Linux, Mac OS X). It also features serial, UDP, TCP
and mesh networks communication compatibility. It also has real-time plotting and logging
capabilities of onboard parameters. It also features the ability to change onboard parameters
relevant for the Control law. QGC utilizes a highly efficient communication protocol called
MAVLINK. MAVLINK is an extensively tested and possibly the most widely used
communication protocol in the UAS research community.
2.4.3 GNC Test Aircraft
The SkyHunter (Figure 19) was used as the primary experimental fixed wing platform. The
platform is a COTS boom-tail design constructed of though Expanded PolyOlefin (EPO), a good
payload bay capable of housing 7 lbs. The high wing design adds a significant amount of
stability and robustness in the presence of wind. The aircraft features ailerons and an elevator as
control inputs, but no rudder. Other specifications are also provided in Figure 19.
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Parameter
Value
e
0
Wing Span [mm] 1800
W Area [m
Wing
m^2] 0.362
2
Fusellage Width [mm]
160
150
Fusel age Height [mm]
Fuseelage Weightt [lb]
9
Engine DC Mottor
Propeeller 12x6EE
Figure 19: SkyHunteer Airframe an
nd Specifications

2.5 GN
NC and Pay
yload Hardw
ware Integra
ation
GNC and payload hardware
h
inttegration weere also areeas of focus during the first half oof the
program.. In addition to providing
g a completee system cappable of true autonomous flight and DAA
operation
ns, the VEA
ARAT config
guration of BASSET
B
willl be a versaatile test bedd for a vast rrange
of NASA
A experimen
nts. From mo
odular airfram
me componeents to avionnics, versatille integrationn is a
paramoun
nt objective. To supportt this purposse, BASSET
T offers an eexpansive paayload bay of 11
cubic feeet. This bay is
i pictured in
n
Figure 20,
2 along wiith an exam
mple payload
d that was flown durinng the initiaal test camppaign.
BASSET
T offers mu
ultiple moun
nting locatio
ons for convventional anntennas andd communiccation
links. Seeveral skin panels
p
are replaceable,
r
and can bee tailored fo
for integrated sensors oor RF
transpareency. A widee variety of onboard pow
wer, computting capacityy, and progrrammable I/O
O for
data fusio
on, recording
g, and auton
nomous operrations will bbe available to any hosteed payload.

Figure
F
20: BA
ASSET Payload Bay - Exam
mple Integratioon of an Experrimental Radiio Payload

Work waas conducted
d to integratte the existin
ng BASSET
T avionics w
with the Stabbilis systemss, and
the comp
plete specifiication of a sensor suitte to supporrt DAA fligght operations. The basseline
BASSET
T system waas composed
d of a Picco
olo II autoppilot and peeripheral com
mponents. W
While
widely used,
u
the Piiccolo systeem is expen
nsive and ddifficult to integrate w
with experim
mental
peripheraals. As pictured in
Figure 21
1, the VEAR
RAT avioniccs suite will feature duall Stabilis corres along witth redundantt INS
sensors. An
A ADS-B transceiver will
w be addeed to coordinnate with coooperative aiircraft. RTK-GPS
will be implemented
d to achiev
ve the spatiaal awarenesss and contrrol resolutioon necessaryy for
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automateed take-off and
a landings. An LTE modem willl also be inncluded to ooffer an alteernate
mode off BLOS com
mmunication
n. All of th
hese compoonents will be accomm
modated withh the
existing BASSET fllight controll box. Outsiide of the fl
flight control box, an E
Echodyne K--band
radar willl be installed at the no
ose of the aircraft.
a
Thi s K-band raadar features a metamaaterial
phased array,
a
which
h is a game changing technology
t
ffor radar syystems of sm
mall UAVs.. The
metamateerial technollogy offers reduced
r
size, weight, andd power connsumption w
when comparred to
conventio
onal scannin
ng radar systtems. Weigh
hing less thann 1 kg and cconsuming less than 20 watts
in operattion, this celll phone sizeed device prrovides a fieeld of view oof +/- 60 deegrees in aziimuth
and +/- 40
4 degrees in
n elevation. The
T concept of integratioon is shown in Figure 222 and Figuree 23.

Figure 21: BASSET
T Flight Contrrol Box - Recoonfigured for S
Stabilis System
m
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Figure 22: Conceptual In
ntegration of K
K-band DAA Radar

Fig
gure 23: Conceptual Integra
ation of Comp
plete Stabilis D
DAA System

3

RES
SULTS AN
ND DISCU
USSION

3.1 Pro
opulsion Sy
ystem Aerod
dynamic Im
mpact Analyssis
Increasin
ng span while keeping the
t original outboard w
wing OML yyielded beneefits of strucctural
efficiency
y, as the modular
m
wing
g joint was moved outbboard to a rregion with reduced bennding
moment. Overall wiingspan wass increased from 22.7’ to 25’, andd a modest improvemeent in
lift/drag (L/D)
(
was noted in subsequent CFD
D runs.
With any
y significant change of aerodynamic profile, a chheck of aircrraft stability and perform
mance
is warran
nted. The prrior BASSET
T effort had
d extensive ddatabases off wind tunneel and CFD runs;
thereforee the CFD geometriess were upd
dated to reeflect the changes off the VEA
ARAT
configuraation. ANSY
YS CFX waas employed to evaluatee full Navierr-stokes soluutions. VEA
ARAT
has moree wing area and thereforre it producees more lift and drag foor a given coondition (eg Q &
AOA). Similarly,
S
VE
EARAT hass a higher aspect
a
ratio w
wing and thherefore we would expeect to
achieve a higher L/D
D max than BASSET.
B
A plot
p of L/D versus anglee of attack iss shown in F
Figure
24 for a condition
c
off 55 knots eq
quivalent airr speed (KEA
AS). VEAR
RAT demonsttrates higherr L/D
across th
he range of 0 to 5 degreees AOA surv
veyed. The bbenefit is quuite consistennt with a vallue of
a 10% im
mprovementt. Figure 25 depicts streeamline and pressure coontour plots of the VEA
ARAT
AOA = 2.5
2 degree caase.
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L/D vs AOA
A - 55
5 KEAS
1
18.0
1
16.0
1
14.0

Lift / Drag

1
12.0
1
10.0

BA
ASSET

8.0
VEEARAT

6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

AOA [degg]
Fiigure 24: L/D Performance Comparison – BASSET vss. VEARAT

Figure 25: VEARAT
V
- 55
5 KEAS - AOA
A = 2.5 - Streaamline and Prressure Contou
ur Plots

The VEA
ARAT confiiguration haas approximaately 30% m
more horizonntal tail area than BAS
SSET,
however the tail quaarter chord position is consistent. W
Wing area w
was increaseed 16% witth the
VEARAT
T modificattion. Thesee factors co
onsidered, ffor a givenn longitudinnal CG possition
VEARAT
T is more stable
s
or hass a higher static marginn than BASSET. This ffact is evideent in
Figure 26, and plot of pitching moment co
oefficient vss. lift coefficcient for eacch configuraation.
% higher fo
or the VEAR
RAT configuuration. Thee stick fixedd trimmed C
CL is
Static maargin is 20%
actually lower for VEARAT,
V
0.53 vs. 0.76.. Given the scope of chhanges propoosed at this time,
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specifically how they could affect the vehicle Xcg, we will proceed with this configuration.
When a more concrete definition of the payload and overall vehicle inertial properties is
available, we can simply adjust the length of the tail booms to achieve the desired stability and
optimum trim point.

Cm vs CL - 55 KEAS - Xcg = 7.83'
Pitching moment Coef. [Cm]

0.10
0.05

y = -0.2363x + 0.1805

0.00
-0.05
-0.10
-0.15

BASSET

-0.20

VEARAT

-0.25

y = -0.4407x + 0.232

-0.30
-0.35
-0.40
-0.45
0.500

0.700

0.900

1.100

1.300

1.500

Coefficient of Lift [CL]
Figure 26: Pitching Moment vs. Lift Coefficient – BASSET vs. VEARAT

3.2 Structural Optimization
3.2.1 Applied Load Distribution for BASSET NASTRAN Wing-box Model
Detailed CFX ANSYS results were post-processed to obtain point loads at various sections along
the span. These point loads matched the total lift and moments of the detailed CFD model.
However, application of point loads led to stress concentration along the span. Thus, an
equivalent pressure distribution was developed for the wing-box region of the upper and lower
skin which could match the force and moments experienced by the wing-box due to the CFD
pressure distribution shown in Figure 27. This led to much more uniform application of applied
loads and avoided erroneous local stresses.
The wing-box skin lied between 15% (front spar) to 70% (rear spar) of the wing and thus forms
55% of the total wing area. The pressure distribution in this region was matched to generate 55%
of the total wing lift obtained from CFD and also match the location of the center of pressure
obtained from the CFD analysis to ensure accurate pitching moments. Half-span lift for a 3.35 g
load case from the adjusted pressure distribution amounted to 768.57 lbf. The lift for the
equivalent region obtained from the FD analysis amounted to 757 lbf. The validation is shown
for one test section along the span marked with an arrow in Figure 27. The center of pressure
obtained from the CFD results at the test section is shown in Figure 28. This can be compared to
the location of center of pressure along the span shown in Figure 29 as obtained from the
adjusted pressure distribution.
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Figure 27: CFD Pressure Distribution

Figure 28: Pressure Distribution at Test Section

Figure 29: Location of Center of Pressure along the Span
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The matched pressure distribution was applied to the NASTRAN skin elements. The forces at
the winglet were applied as point forces distributed over the outboard section where the wing is
connected to the winglets. Point masses due to the winglet and the outboard aileron were
modeled with CONM2 elements in NASTRAN. These point masses as well as the mass of the
structure, were factored with the corresponding acceleration for the load case via the GRAV card
in NASTRAN which can incorporate the acceleration in terms of g. The applied forces are
shown in Figure 30. Fixed boundary conditions were applied at the location where the wing spars
enter the bulkhead receptacle.

Figure 30: Applied Forces

3.2.2 BASSET Wing Optimization Results
The design optimization study was performed using the SOL 200 module in NASTRAN. The
SOL 200 uses a gradient-based optimizer IPOPT. IPOPT implements an interior point line search
filter method to find a local optimum for large scale nonlinear optimization.
The load case was 3.35g pull-up case for which the aerodynamic forces were obtained from the
CFD analysis. The existing BASSET vehicle was used as a baseline for comparison of the
optimized weight. The optimization results are shown in Figure 31. The optimized wing-box
weighed 16.33 lbs., which is 55% lower than the baseline weight. The constraint satisfaction
used the following equation for computing the constraint,
=

×

−
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Figure 31: BASSET Optimization Results for 3.35 g Load Case

The stress distribution at various stages of the optimization process is shown in Figure 32. The
stress initially increases locally and often reaches beyond the allowable stress as the optimizer
tries to reduce the structural weight by reducing the thickness of the designed members. This is
reflected by an increase in constraint violation in Figure 31. However, eventually an optimum
solution is reached where the von Mises stress constraint is satisfied. The constraint activity is
shown in Figure 33. One can see that the constraints are active mainly in the root spar where the
structure is subjected to the maximum bending and shear stresses.

Figure 32: Stress Distribution: BASSET Optimization for 3.35 g Load Case
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Figure 33: Constraint Activity - BASSET Optimization for 3.35 g Load Case

The thickness distribution along the span for the various designed members is shown in Figure
34. The thickness decreases along the span starting from the root as a result of the reduced
bending and shear stresses. The increase in thickness again at the tip is due to the local stresses
generated by the forces from the winglet. From Table 3, one can see that the weight for each
section reduced significantly resulting in an overall reduction of 55% of the wing-box weight of
the baseline vehicle. The only increase in weight is observed in the skin. However, this is mainly
due to replacing the composite skin by an aluminum skin for the design optimization study.
Replacement of the present skin by a composite skin is expected to further reduce the weight of
the wing-box.

Thickness distribution
0.075

top FS cap
bottom FS cap
top RS cap
bottom RS cap
FS web
RS web

0.07

Thickness (in.)

0.065
0.06
0.055
0.05
0.045
0.04
0.035
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Spanwise stations

0.8

Figure 34: BASSET Optimized Thickness Distribution, 3.35 g Load Case
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Table 3: Comparison of Member Weight

Member weight
Front spar (lbs.)
Rear spar (lbs.)
Skin (lbs.)
Ribs (lbs.)
Total (lbs.)

Baseline
14.861
7.159
6.035 (composite)
8.303
36.258

Optimized
3.6133
2.7635
7.1000 (Al 7075-T6)
2.8858
16.3356

% Change
-75.686
-61.398
17.644
-65.569
-55.07

Another design optimization was conducted to observe the effects of performing a more
aggressive maneuver with the present BASSET vehicle. This load case is a 5 g pull-up
maneuver. The aerodynamic loads as well as the inertia loads were scaled accordingly and the
design optimization study was conducted. The optimization results are compared to the 3.5 g
case design optimization in Figure 35. The results showed that inclusion of the aggressive pullup resulted in only a 5% increase in the weight of the wing-box and the overall weight of the
wing-box was still 50% lower than the baseline weight.

Figure 35: Comparison of BASSET Optimized Results, 3.35 g and 5 g

A buckling check was also performed as a part of post-optimization analysis, and the design was
found to be safe from buckling.
3.2.3 Applied Loads on VEARAT
The CFD pressure distribution of the upper and lower skin of the VEARAT configurations is
shown in Figure 36. As explained earlier, the pressure distribution on the PSHELL elements of
the FEM is adjusted from 55% of the overall lift of the CFD pressure distribution and also
matches the location of the center of pressure along the span. The adjusted pressure distribution
formed an overall lift of 1058 lbs. compared to the 1100 lbs. lift due to CFD pressure
distribution. The adjusted pressure distribution on the upper skin, lower skin and the location of
the center of pressure along the span is shown in Figure 37, Figure 38, and Figure 39
respectively.
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Figure 36: CFD Pressure Distribution on Upper and Lower Skins

Pressure distribution: upper surface
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Figure 37: Adjusted Pressure Distribution on the Upper Skin
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Pressure distribution: lower surface
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Figure 38: Adjusted Pressure Distribution on the Lower Skin

Location of center of pressure
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Figure 39: Location of Center of Pressure along the Span

The mass of the structure along with those of the ailerons are factored with the acceleration of
vehicle to form the inertia forces. Another force that has been considered here are the forces
coming from the tail via the tail booms during a dive condition. These are shown by the yellow
point forces at the inboard trailing edge in Figure 40. These forces are grouped in a separate load
case to be used for the optimization of the vehicle.
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Figure 40: Applied Loads on VEARAT FEM

3.2.4 VEARAT Wing Optimization Results
For a better understanding of the physics, we look at the stress distribution of Case 2 for the
individual load cases during several cycles of the optimization. Two load subcases are
considered:
Load Subcase 1 – Aero loads for 3 g pull-up + inertia loads due to structural weight, aileron
weight (Figure 41)
Load Subcase 2 – Same as before + max Q dive case (tail loads transferred to wing) (Figure 42)
The optimization was performed for two subcases. One can see that for Load Subcase 1, the
higher von Mises stresses are observed at the root spar, with the highest being at the forward
spar. However, the stress distribution does not change much after iteration 4. This is expected as
the Load Subcase 1 by itself requires 3 cycles of optimization as shown by Subcase 1 from
Figure 43. For Load Subcase 2, several iterations are required to satisfy the stress constraint at
the tail boom-wing intersection due to the tail loads. This explains the much higher number of
cycles required for Subcase 2 to converge. The results for the optimization are shown in Figure
43 for both the cases.

Figure 41: Stress Distribution - Load 2, Load Subcase 1
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Figure 42: Stress Distribution - Load 2, Load Subcase 2

Figure 43: VEARAT Structural Optimization Results
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Looking at the thickness distribution of the various spar sections along the span in Figure 44, it is
evident that the thickness of the rear spar caps and especially the rear spar web at the intersection
of the tail boom and the wing are increased to carry the tail loading. This explains for the 0.25
lbs. increase in the wing weight for Subcase 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 44: VEARAT Load Case 2 Optimized Member Thickness (a) Spar Cap and (b) Spar Web

3.2.5 FEM Optimization Conclusions
The study aimed to reduce the weight of the structural wing-box BASSET UAV via
optimization. First, the BASSET configurations were studied and a NASTRAN FEM was
developed based on the CAD model. Then, adjusted pressure distribution for the FEM was
developed based on the CFD results for the BASSET configurations. Subsequent optimization
studies showed that 55% of the wing-box weight could be saved via structural optimization.
Even an aggressive 5 g load case required almost 45% lower weight than the baseline design.
A similar optimization study performed for the refined VEARAT configurations predicted
similar wing-box weights for the optimized design. However, inclusion of a load case which
applied the tail loads during dive into the optimization led to a small increment in the structural
weight owing to the thickening of the spar web and the spar caps at the intersection of the tail
boom and the wing.
Future studies recommended for this project would be investigation of the wing-box structural
response in presence of gust loads, and optimal mass placement in presence of strong gusts.
3.2.6 CAD Modeling of FEM Optimized Wing Structure
The result of the FEM optimization of the wing structure results in new shell element thickness
for the skins, spars, ribs, and stiffeners. The FEM is a simplification of the actual wing structure
that does not include the additional details required for manufacture. To determine the actual
weight and mass distribution of the optimized wing structure the new element thickness were
used to model in SolidWorks the full wing assembly. The result of this wing modeling is shown
in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: Detail Designed Optimized VEARAT Wing Structure

The wing structure shown in Figure 45 is based on the optimized FEM models but includes the
additional features such as ailerons, lap joints, fillets, and stiffeners required to manufacture an
actual wing. The wing CAD model was cut into a number of smaller sub pieces for which the
mass and inertia properties were extracted. The mass distribution is shown in Table 4 and the
location points are shown in Figure 46. These distributed masses could be used in the future to
conduct gust load analyses.
Table 4: Mass Distribution of Detail Designed Optimized VEARAT Wing Structure
#

X

Y

Z

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

-7.2
-7.0
-23.7
-20.9
-24.0
-37.1
-38.2
-36.2
-49.8
-49.8
-49.7
-63.7
-63.9
-63.7
-76.0
-75.9
-75.9
-89.8
-89.8
-89.1
-102.3
-102.2
-102.0
-116.9
-117.2
-115.4
-125.1

4.3
3.2
0.5
1.2
-0.3
0.0
0.3
-0.8
-0.4
0.2
-0.6
-0.7
-0.2
-0.9
-1.0
-0.5
-1.1
-1.3
-0.9
-1.3
-1.6
-1.1
-1.6
-1.9
-1.5
-1.8
-0.9

88.2
105.4
83.3
96.3
114.7
85.9
97.1
114.3
89.2
99.6
114.9
93.6
103.1
116.9
97.2
106.3
118.8
101.5
109.7
120.4
105.3
113.0
122.4
109.8
116.6
124.1
117.7

Moments of inertia: ( pounds * square inches ),Taken at the center of mass, aligned with the output coordinate
Mass
system.
[lb]
2.66 Lxx = 27.749 Lxy = 7.541 Lxz = -0.047 Lyx = 7.541 Lyy = 23.945 Lyz = 0.014 Lzx = -0.047 Lzy = 0.014 Lzz = 51.513
2.02 Lxx = 12.150 Lxy = 4.311 Lxz = 0.156 Lyx = 4.311 Lyy = 15.371 Lyz = 0.005 Lzx = 0.156 Lzy = 0.005 Lzz = 27.433
0.71 Lxx = 7.978 Lxy = 0.301 Lxz = -1.325 Lyx = 0.301 Lyy = 13.664 Lyz = 0.491 Lzx = -1.325 Lzy = 0.491 Lzz = 11.426
4.18 Lxx = 213.535 Lxy = 2.360 Lxz = -3.412 Lyx = 2.360 Lyy = 268.010 Lyz = -0.120 Lzx = -3.412 Lzy = -0.120 Lzz = 93.985
1.38 Lxx = 41.987 Lxy = 0.123 Lxz = 1.199 Lyx = 0.123 Lyy = 55.357 Lyz = -6.392 Lzx = 1.199 Lzy = -6.392 Lzz = 20.414
0.80 Lxx = 4.267 Lxy = 0.406 Lxz = -2.930 Lyx = 0.406 Lyy = 15.083 Lyz = 0.172 Lzx = -2.930 Lzy = 0.172 Lzz = 13.860
9.65 Lxx = 571.443 Lxy = -0.484 Lxz = -5.287 Lyx = -0.484 Lyy = 640.267 Lyz = 12.323 Lzx = -5.287 Lzy = 12.323 Lzz = 109.681
3.59 Lxx = 113.573 Lxy = -2.157 Lxz = 7.144 Lyx = -2.157 Lyy = 137.827 Lyz = -6.704 Lzx = 7.144 Lzy = -6.704 Lzz = 46.687
0.39 Lxx = 1.767 Lxy = 0.133 Lxz = -1.703 Lyx = 0.133 Lyy = 6.725 Lyz = 0.051 Lzx = -1.703 Lzy = 0.051 Lzz = 6.188
1.20 Lxx = 80.418 Lxy = 0.850 Lxz = -6.953 Lyx = 0.850 Lyy = 100.521 Lyz = 1.397 Lzx = -6.953 Lzy = 1.397 Lzz = 34.348
1.14 Lxx = 20.692 Lxy = 0.360 Lxz = -2.304 Lyx = 0.360 Lyy = 35.400 Lyz = -2.886 Lzx = -2.304 Lzy = -2.886 Lzz = 17.975
0.52 Lxx = 2.240 Lxy = 0.140 Lxz = -2.127 Lyx = 0.140 Lyy = 8.019 Lyz = 0.073 Lzx = -2.127 Lzy = 0.073 Lzz = 7.074
2.95 Lxx = 105.209 Lxy = 1.026 Lxz = -8.106 Lyx = 1.026 Lyy = 133.326 Lyz = 1.507 Lzx = -8.106 Lzy = 1.507 Lzz = 41.208
1.38 Lxx = 17.335 Lxy = 0.398 Lxz = -2.147 Lyx = 0.398 Lyy = 33.648 Lyz = -2.303 Lzx = -2.147 Lzy = -2.303 Lzz = 18.929
0.38 Lxx = 1.583 Lxy = 0.128 Lxz = -1.665 Lyx = 0.128 Lyy = 6.561 Lyz = 0.047 Lzx = -1.665 Lzy = 0.047 Lzz = 5.893
1.70 Lxx = 49.537 Lxy = 0.615 Lxz = -6.043 Lyx = 0.615 Lyy = 69.414 Lyz = 0.558 Lzx = -6.043 Lzy = 0.558 Lzz = 27.390
0.94 Lxx = 8.989 Lxy = 0.237 Lxz = -1.858 Lyx = 0.237 Lyy = 21.579 Lyz = -1.151 Lzx = -1.858 Lzy = -1.151 Lzz = 13.897
0.51 Lxx = 1.971 Lxy = 0.127 Lxz = -1.919 Lyx = 0.127 Lyy = 7.407 Lyz = 0.075 Lzx = -1.919 Lzy = 0.075 Lzz = 6.419
2.43 Lxx = 59.721 Lxy = 0.694 Lxz = -6.487 Lyx = 0.694 Lyy = 84.090 Lyz = 0.687 Lzx = -6.487 Lzy = 0.687 Lzz = 31.272
0.82 Lxx = 5.696 Lxy = 0.144 Lxz = -1.242 Lyx = 0.144 Lyy = 16.579 Lyz = -0.705 Lzx = -1.242 Lzy = -0.705 Lzz = 11.717
0.38 Lxx = 1.472 Lxy = 0.122 Lxz = -1.644 Lyx = 0.122 Lyy = 6.487 Lyz = 0.049 Lzx = -1.644 Lzy = 0.049 Lzz = 5.737
1.44 Lxx = 28.285 Lxy = 0.445 Lxz = -4.992 Lyx = 0.445 Lyy = 45.898 Lyz = 0.289 Lzx = -4.992 Lzy = 0.289 Lzz = 21.642
0.62 Lxx = 2.782 Lxy = 0.137 Lxz = -1.230 Lyx = 0.137 Lyy = 11.418 Lyz = -0.342 Lzx = -1.230 Lzy = -0.342 Lzz = 9.058
0.49 Lxx = 2.128 Lxy = 0.162 Lxz = -2.788 Lyx = 0.162 Lyy = 10.143 Lyz = 0.067 Lzx = -2.788 Lzy = 0.067 Lzz = 8.800
1.95 Lxx = 29.837 Lxy = 0.810 Lxz = -7.252 Lyx = 0.810 Lyy = 63.706 Lyz = 0.282 Lzx = -7.252 Lzy = 0.282 Lzz = 37.376
0.57 Lxx = 1.384 Lxy = 0.087 Lxz = -0.815 Lyx = 0.087 Lyy = 8.100 Lyz = -0.167 Lzx = -0.815 Lzy = -0.167 Lzz = 6.934
2.34 Lxx = 63.063 Lxy = -50.396 Lxz = -44.035 Lyx = -50.396 Lyy = 193.443 Lyz = 16.274 Lzx = -44.035 Lzy = 16.274 Lzz = 181.232
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Figure 46: Location of Mass Distribution Points

3.2.7 VEARAT Mass Savings
As described in the previous sections, the wing mass calculated by FEM showed a reduction of
55%, but is not fully representative of the wing if it were manufactured with all the additional
brackets and fasteners. With the detailed designed CAD model with the actual features ready for
manufacture, a more accurate analysis of weight savings can be made compared to the originally
manufactured BASSET wing. The results of the detailed designed wing mass savings are
presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Detail Design Wing Structural Weight Savings after Optimization

Wing Weight [lb] (both wings)

BASSET
120.0

VEARAT
68.2

% Savings
43%

As described the expected mass savings of a manufactured VEARAT wing is approximately
43%. This is the result of structural load optimizing and the conversion from a prototype
manufacturing technique to a quasi-production technique.
As most of the aircraft was manufactured under similar methods, this amount of weight savings
can be applied to other areas of the aircraft. The predicted VEARAT aircraft weight is seen in
Table 6.
Table 6: Projected VEARAT Structural Weight Savings

Project Total Vehicle Structural Weight Savings [lb]
139.1
Fuselage weight [lb]
Tail weight [lb]
Landing gear weight [lb]

BASSET
91.6
42.3
68.1

VEARAT
52.0
24.0
38.7

% Savings
43%
43%
43%

The predicted VEARAT aircraft structural weight is approximately 139 lbs. The weight saved by
the reduction of structural mass will be converted to the heavier, more efficient engine as well as
additional fuel to increase the aircraft endurance. The aircraft endurance results are presented in
Table 7.
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Table 7: VEARAT Vehicle Endurance Enhancements

Endurance Enhancement
New Engine Added Mass [lb]
New Fuel Capacity [us Gal]
Flight Time [hr]

86.5
14.3
6.2

The reduction of aircraft structural mass and the addition of a more fuel-efficient engine has
resulted in a 6 hour flight endurance, which matches design goals.
3.3 GNC Flight Test Results
Primarily we have conducted flight tests to demonstrate the performance of the autopilot with
three main goals:
•

Stabilized flight

•

Autonomous way point guidance

•

Autonomous landing and takeoff

To validate the design and test for any potential autopilot software flaws we adopted the testing
philosophy of flight in simulated environment prior to actual flights. XPlane Simulator by
Laminar Research is used to simulate aircraft dynamics in order to evaluate the autopilot. The
following test philosophy is adopted for testing the autopilot system,
•

Software in Loop (SIL)

•

Hardware in Loop

•

Flight tests

The controller parameters that proved to be successful in simulations are used in flight-testing.
Although the simulation model was accurate, the learning rate in adaptive loop took some tuning,
because of clock difference from simulations to flight computer. The following tests were carried
out and results are presented in the subsequent section of the document.
•

Manual Flight

•

Assistive Stable Flight
o Onboard Adaptive controller tracks the stick command of pilot and assists pilot in
achieving stable flight

•

Autonomous Flight
o Complete autonomous flight with onboard Way-point Guidance Algorithm

•

Stall Recovery

•

Autonomous Landing

3.3.1 Stable Flights
Stable flight or Assistive stable flight, tracks the stick command of the pilot and when there are
no inputs from the pilot, the controllers bring the plane from its current attitude to zero stable
attitude hold. This mode provides the flexibility to any novice pilot to safely fly the airplane.
Stable mode is also designed with saturation on the attitude angle and rates the vehicle can
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achieve, thereby limiting the excursion on the performance and facilitating stable and safe flight.
Figure 47, Figure 48, and Figure 49 show the aircraft performance in stable mode. The roll and
pitch attitude of the vehicle track the commanded roll and pitch respectively and in absence of
any command the aircraft is returned to zero attitude hold mode.

Figure 47: Stable Flight, Tracking Performance of Aircraft to Commanded Roll

Figure 48: Stable Flight, Tracking Performance of the Aircraft to Commanded Roll: Post Flight Filtered
Data
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Figure 49: Stable Flight, Tracking Performance of the Aircraft to Commanded Pitch: Post Flight Filtered
Data

3.3.2 Autonomous Waypoint Guidance
In this section, flight test results are presented for aircraft autonomously tracking 8 waypoints
arranged in a stretched hexagonal pattern. All of the flight tests were performed at OSU’s
Unmanned Aircraft Flight Station. In Figure 50, the red-dots denote the commanded waypoints,
the dotted line connecting the dots denotes the path the aircraft is expected to take, except while
turning at the way points. While turning at the way points, the onboard guidance law smooths the
trajectory with circles of 80 feet radius. The deviation of the trajectory from the desired
trajectory is due to heavy cross wind. During the day of flight, the wind disturbances experienced
on the course ranged between 20 to 30 knots. For an aircraft of the size of SkyHunter with 10lbs
total weight, 30knots of cross wind is a significant external disturbance. Also, the aircraft flight
tested is a rudderless plane, hence its heading correction capability in presence of heavy cross
wind is limited due to actuator deficiency. Yet under a high disturbance scenario, the adaptive
control performed well and achieved the required stable flight and handling. The aircraft was
able to achieve the desired waypoint tracking. Figure 50 shows the ground track for the
autonomous flight in waypoint guidance. Figure 51 and Figure 52 shows the time plot for roll
and pitch attitude of the vehicle to track the commanded waypoints.
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Figure
F
50: Auttonomous Way
ypoint Guidan
nce: STABILIIS Autopilot oon Skyhunter F
Flight Test

Figure 51: Commanded Roll Attitude Tracking for Autonomous Waypoint Gu
uidance
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Figure 52: Commanded Pitch Attitude Tracking for Autonomous Waypoint Guidance

To validate and test the waypoint guidance code, the autonomous flight was simulated in the HIL
setup as well before actual flight test. This flight test in HIL was mostly with ideal condition
testing. No cross wind simulated, this exercise is done to test the code integrity and controller
parameters tuning. Figure 53 shows the ground track of the aircraft executing waypoint tracking.
Figure 54 and Figure 55 show commanded and achieved roll and pitch attitude of vehicle to
perform the trajectory tracking. Under nominal conditions, the controller is demonstrated to
achieve very close tracking of the desired trajectory, and flight results shows the robustness of
the code to unknown extreme disturbance.

Figure 53: Autonomous Waypoint Guidance - STABILIS Autopilot on SkyHunter, HIL Test (No Cross
Wind)
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Figure 54: Commanded Roll Attitude Tracking for Autonomous Waypoint Guidance - HIL Test (No Cross
Wind)

Figure 55: Commanded Pitch Attitude Tracking for Autonomous Waypoint Guidance - HIL Test (No Cross
Wind)
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Stall Recovery: A stall recovery maneuver was flight tested, to validate the autopilot capability
to recover aircraft from extreme flight conditions and achieve a stable flight. The aircraft was
maneuvered to a high pitch angle achieving high angle of attack at which the aircraft lost lift. At
this point the UAV motor was also switched off, killing off the thrust. The stable mode of the
autopilot demonstrated its ability to recover the UAV from stall at zero throttle. Figure 56 and
Figure 57 show pitch and roll performance in stall recovery.

Figure 56: Stall Recovery Maneuver - UAV Pitch Attitude demonstrating Stall, Loss of Lift and Altitude, and
Recovery Phase

Figure 57: Roll Attitude of Vehicle while Stall Recovery Maneuver

3.3.3 Autonomous Landing
The autonomous landing is one of the flight regimes which require very high collaborative
maneuvers, control and planning. We have demonstrated the controller capability in autonomous
landing in mathematical simulation environment (MATLAB) and software in loop simulation
(XPlane + MATLAB). The adaptive controller is designed to achieve the autonomous landing in
presence of cross wind ground effect.
The cross wind causes the aircraft to drift aside leading to heading angle misalignment with the
runway or even cause sideward drift to miss the runway altogether (Figure 58). The ground
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effect causes increased lift force and decreased aerodynamic drag (Figure 59). When landing,
ground effect can give the pilot the feeling as aircraft is "floating" and can cause bumpy touch
down.
Landing basically involves three phases:
•

Cruise (Constant Altitude Phase

•

Descent Phase

•

Flare
o The flare follows the final approach phase and precedes the touchdown and rollout phases of landing. In the flare, the nose of the plane is raised, slowing the
descent rate, and the proper attitude is set for touchdown.
o At start of flare the throttle is set to minimum.

Figure 58: Cross Wind effects on the Landing of Aircraft

Figure 59: Ground Effect on Landing of Aircraft
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The adap
ptive control accounts for
f the crosss wind effecct and grounnd effect annd mitigates their
effects on
n landing maneuver, by online identtifying the ddisturbance aand cancellinng them. Ovver all
control architecture in
i pitch and altitude
a
conttrol is shownn in Figure 660.

Figu
ure 60: Pitch and
a Altitude Control
C
to ach
hieve Autonom
mous Landing

Figure 61
6 and Figurre 62 are MATLAB
M
siimulations ffor autonom
mous landingg. Figure 633 and
Figure 64 are plots for landing
g trajectory and demonsstrate the aiircraft maneeuver to aliggn to
runway prior
p
to land
ding. Figure 65 shows cross
c
track vvs altitude aand body fraame velocityy and
attitude angles
a
of the UAV whiile executing
g autonomouus landing. For softwarre simulationns no
effect of cross wind and
a ground effect were simulated. F
Figure 66, Fiigure 67, andd Figure 68 show
the SIL results
r
for laanding. The cross wind of 10knots iis simulatedd. Since grouund effect iss very
involved aerodynam
mic interactio
on experiencced by aircrrafts, it is unncertain if X
Xplane simuulates
such a co
omplicated aerodynamic
a
c interaction
n, hence onlyy way to evvaluate autoppilot perform
mance
in landing with groun
nd effect is by
b actual flig
ght tests, whhich will be ccarried out.

Figure 61: Landing
L
Trajectory: Groun
nd Track vs A
Altitude
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Figure 62: UAV Achieved Attitude Angles Time Plot while Performing Landing

Figure 63: Landing Trajectory: Initial Condition: Course Angle 80 degrees to North, Landing Orientation:
0deg North
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Figure 64: Aircraft Velocities and Attitude Angles in Body Frame, While Executing the Autonomous Landing

Figure 65: Aircraft Time Plot for Position in Landing Approach and Landing Phase
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Figure 66: Autonomo
ous Landing in
n SIL Simulattions in Xplan
ne and MATL
LAB

Figure 67
7: SIL Landing
g Results: UA
AV Landing Trrajectory, Crooss Track (North and East) and Altitude Time
Plot
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Figure 68: SIL Landing Simulations: UAV Attitude Angle and Body Rates Plots

4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In summary, significant progress has been made on several fronts during this LEARN2 program.
Key challenges recognized in the proposal have been addressed. The solution framework is
identified and implemented.
The newly selected engine provides higher fuel efficiency. The structural weight optimization
has led to greater predicted aircraft endurance. It is expected that by more than doubling the fuel
capacity will lead to more than 6 hours flight endurance. This flight duration should allow for
ample time to complete most payload flight test objectives or complete multiple tests in a single
flight.
The study aimed to reduce the weight of the structural wing-box of BASSET unmanned aerial
vehicles by optimization. First the original BASSET wing configurations was studied. A
NASTRAN FEM was developed based on the CAD model. Then, adjusted pressure distribution
for the FEM was developed based on the CFD results for the original BASSET configurations.
Subsequent optimization studies showed that 55% of the wing-box weight could be saved by
optimized structure. Even for 5 g load case, almost 45% weight reduction is achieved compared
to the original design.
A similar optimization study performed for the VEARAT configurations predicted
corresponding wing-box weight reduction for the optimized design. However, inclusion of a load
case which applied the tail loads during dive into the optimization led to a small increment in the
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structural weight owing to the thickening of the spar web and the spar caps at the intersection of
the tail boom and the wing.
Autopilot development and integration has resulted in a custom developed GNC system with
COTS hardware and open source development software. The GNC system is capable of
operating the aircraft through the full flight regime. Additionally the GNC system has ample
power and system inputs to allow third party equipment/software to integrate easily within the
basset control system.
Overall, the optimization of the baseline BASSET vehicle and the integration of an improved
robust control system have created an aircraft uniquely suited to testing and validation of, sensor,
payloads, actuators, etc. The large internal volume, extensive power capacity, and 6hr flight
endurance would serve as a simply integrated testbed for aircraft, payload, and software
developers.
Future structural optimization studies recommended for this project would be investigation of the
wing-box structural response in presence of gust loads, and optimal mass placement in presence
of strong gusts. HIL testing of sensors, actuators and communication systems and SIL testing of
GNC software for safely integrating third party software and hardware shall be part of the future
development.

5
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NOMENCLATURE
AOA

angle of attack

BASSET

Big Antenna Small Structure Enhanced Tactical

BLOS

Beyond line of sight

CFD

computational fluid dynamics

COTS

commercial off the shelf

CQUAD4

4-noded quadrilateral

CTRIA3

3-noded triangular elements

FEA

Finite Element Analysis

FEM

Finite Element Model

FTS

Flight termination system

GNC

guidance, navigation, and control

HIL

Hardware-in-Loop

INS

Inertial Navigation Systems

KEAS

knots equivalent air speed

L/D

lift/drag

MATLAB

mathematical simulation environment

OML

outer mold line

PSHELL

two-dimensional plate elements

QGC

QGROUNDCONTROL

SIB

Systems Integration Board

SIL

Software-in-Loop

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

VEARAT

Versatile Experimental Autonomy Research Aircraft Technology
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